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We study peak sets for the class of analytic functions Holder continuous of 
exponent a, 0 <CL < 1, on the unit disk or upper half plane. Compact subsets and 
finite unions of peak sets are peak, and we give a sufficient condition and (different) 
necessary condition for peak sets in terms of the lengths of the complementary 
intervals. 0 1989 Academic Press. Inc. 
Fix a E (0, l] and let W be the upper half plane in C. By A”(W) we mean 
the class of holomorphic functions f: W + C which satisfy a Lip c1 condition 
If(z)-f(w)1 d C(z- WI’ for fixed C and all z, w  E I-4. Such functions 
extend continuously to the closed upper half plane A. If E c R is compact 
we call E a Lip c( peak set if there is f~ A*(W) (a peak function) with 
f(x) = 1 when XE E and IS(z)\ < 1 when z E Q\E. 
In this paper we study Lip c( peak sets and try to characterize them. 
A Lip c( peak set is of course also a Lip LX zero set, which implies [7] that 
it has measure zero and that C l1,l log(l/Jljl) < co, where {I,} are the 
bounded components of its complement and 111 = length of I. It is easy to 
say more than this (see below, or [S, 1 l] for a survey of known results), 
but a good necessary and sufficient condition seems hard to find when 
o! < 1. At any rate we have not been able to find one. We do have partial 
results which are in a certain sense sharp, and we also consider some 
related problems. A summary of the paper follows: 
Section l-This section is concerned with notation and background 
material. 
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Section 2-We study general properties of Lip c1 peak sets. Compact 
subsets or finite unions of Lip c( peak sets are again Lip a peak. The result 
for unions is a simple observation and actually works quite generally, e.g., 
on any domain in C”. 
Sections 3-j--These sections are about the characterization problem. 
We give the best conditions for E to be Lip c1 peak, or not to be, in terms 
of the lengths of the intervals complementary to E. The results are stated 
at the beginning of Section 3. 
Section &-We use the arguments in Sections 2-5 to study size properties 
of Cauchy integrals of measures. This is a closely related question as we 
explain shortly. 
Section 7-We do some computations with Cantor sets of variable ratio 
of dissection. In particular we answer our characterization problem for 
such sets. This may indicate the difficulties with the general case. 
In the rest of the Introduction, we show what type of argument we will 
be using and prove some propositions. 
To get a necessary condition for E to be Lip tl peak, let p be a peak func- 
tion and G = l/(1 -p). Then G has positive real part, so by the Herglotz 
formula there exist /I E R, y b 0 so that 
G(x) = g(x) + i(C(x) - yx + B) 
for a.e. x E R. Here v is a positive measure with j (dv(x)/( 1 + x2)) < co, g dx 
is the absolutely continuous part of v, and - means Hilbert transform. We 
wish to replace v by a finite measure; choose a compact interval K whose 
interior contains E and let p = xKv, where xK denotes the characteristic 
function of K. If F is the Cauchy integral of p and q = F/( 1 + I;), then q 
peaks on E, and it is not hard to see that q satisfies a Lip c1 condition on 
an open interval containing E. Also, if f dx is the absolutely continuous 
part of ~1, 
F(x) =f(x) + i/I(x) (0.1) 
for a.e. XE R. On the other hand, F= cc on E, and the Lip u condition 
easily implies C( 1 + IFI) > d;’ for some constant C, where dE denotes 
distance to E. Thus 
PROPOSITION 0.2. Zf E is Lip c1 peak there is a finite positive measure ,u 
on R, p = f dx + ,uL, with ps I dx, such that 
dia < C(l +f+ Idl) on R. (0.3) 
This implies by the weak type 1 estimate for the Hilbert transform that 
dia E L&‘(R), where L:,z denotes functions f satysfying a weak type 1 
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estimate on compact sets, i.e., / (x E K: If(x)\ > 2) 1 6 C&n for compact K 
and k > 0. One concludes from this that if c1= 1, then E must be finite. 
These observations are of course not new; cf. [5, 111, for example. 
When 0 <a < 1 (as we assume from now on) one can ask the following 
two questions. First, is the converse of Proposition 0.2 true; i.e., is (0.3) 
sufficient for E to be Lip c1 peak? And second, what conditions on E imply 
(0.3)? It turns out that the converse of Proposition 0.2 is false in general 
(cf. Section 7), but it does not fail by very much, and our method for 
constructing peak functions will be to start with a measure satisfying (0.3) 
and try to reverse the proof of 0.2. This will be done using 
PROPOSITION 0.4. Suppose E c R is compact, 0 < a < 1, and there is a 
(finite positive) measure p = f dx + pL, on R, pS I dx, with pS supported on E 
andf smooth on lR\E, such that (0.3) holds and 
If'1 + Ip'I bC(1 +f+ ply+@ (0.5) 
on R\E. Then E is a Lip tl peak set. 
Proof Define 
F(z)=;.- (t-z)-‘dp(t). 
Then F=f+ Qi a.e. on [w, and Re F(z) > 0 for all z E W. Let q = F/( 1 + F). 
Then q is smooth on R\E by the smoothness of p. Also q is continuous on 
ti and peaks on E. It is enough to verify the Lip CI condition for q on Iw. 
Define g = l/( 1 f F) on [w and let n(z) = zlja on S, the closed right half 
plane; here we use the principal branch of the power function. Since 
g(iR) E S, we can define G = 1 og; by (0.5), G’ is bounded on R\E, so G is 
Lip 1 on Iw. Write S as a union of closed sectors Si, . . . . SN, each with 
vertex at 0 and angular opening at most xa; then, for each j, n(S,) lies in 
a half plane. Put Ej = g- ‘(S,), 1 Q < N. We claim that g is Lip M on each 
E,. To see this, fix j, let rcj be a branch of z H za on n(S,), and note that 
rcj is Lip ~1. It follows that njo G is Lip c( on E,, so the same is true for g. 
Finally, suppose z, w  E [w, z < w, and choose points z =pO <pI < . < 
pN=w so that, if O<j<N-1, g(p,) and g(p,+,) lie in the same Ek. 
Then ldz)-dw)I 6 Cyri Ig(Pj)-g(Pj+,)I G C’ C~Z: IPj-Pj+lIa G 
C’N ) z - WI a for some C’ independent of z, w. Since q = 1 - g, the proof is 
complete. 1 
Frequently if there is a measure satisfying (0.3) it can be adjusted so that 
(0.5) holds also. For example, in Section 3 we show that if diC( E I&(R) (in 
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which case (0.3) is obvious) then E is Lip CI peak. The previously known 
sufficient conditions differed from this by factors of log (l/d,); cf. [ 1; 11; 
16, Theorem 2’1 and the conjecture in [18]. (Proposition 0.4 should also 
be compared with [16].) Ours is best possible of this type. 
Regarding the second question (what conditions on E imply (0.3)) we 
noted that dir EL,‘,, = (0.3) *d;” E L,‘,:. We will see in Section 6 that if 
(0.3) holds then d,” belongs to a Lorentz space Liz (definitions are in 
Section 1, or see [3]), where p =p(a) < co. This is a special property of the 
functions d;’ since, for example, l/x is the Hilbert transform of a measure 
but belongs only to L’ co. In Section 4 we will study the peak set problem 
in these terms and give a sharp necessary condition. For the time being we 
just note that d;OL E L:,,,” is not a sufficient condition for (0.3), because one 
can “localize” the weak type 1 inequality in a certain sense. If Z is an inter- 
val and q> 0, let VZ be the interval with the same center as I and JqZJ = q/II. 
If 9 is a set of intervals, N< co, and q > 1, we say that 9 is (N, q) disjoint 
if no point of Iw belongs to more than N intervals of the form ?I with ZE 9. 
PROPOSITION 0.6. For any N < co and q > 1 there are A, B < 00 making 
the following true. 
Suppose p = f dx + pS, pL, I dx, is a finite (signed) measure on Iw and let 
F= (f 1 + Ifi/. Let 9 be any (N, v) disjoint set of intervals, andfor each ZE 9 
let A,> Bllpll/lZl be given. Then 
Proof: Let B = 6/7c(q - 1). For each Z let E, = {x E I: F(x) > A,}. If 
XEE,, then either If(xN>i&, or I(x~,PL)"(x)I> fL or I(x~,,,,P)“(x)~ 
> iA,. The third case is impossible since 
Letting C be the best constant in the weak type 1 inequality, 
IEII < XEL If(x)] +, XGZ: I(x,,p)-(x)1 >;A, 
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Multiplying by 2, and summing over I we get 
by (N, q) disjointness. This proves the proposition with A = 3N( 1 + C). 1 
EXAMPLE. LetE={l/nJ,“=,~~O).Thend~“~~L~,~.Let9={Z,j,”=,, 
where Ik= (2-k, 2--(k-‘)). Then 9 is (3, II) disjoint if q < i. If R is any 
COnStant one can COITIpUtC that lim infk _ m 2kl (x E Ik : d; l"(X) > R2k} 1 > 0, 
SO xk zkl jxEIk:di”2(x)>R2k}l = co. Proposition 0.6 now implies that 
(0.3) cannot hold with c1= i; in particular, E is not Lip $ peak. 
The preceding example can be computed in other ways, but Proposition 
0.6 will be used frequently below. On the other hand, the conclusion of 
Proposition 0.6 is not a sufficient condition for (0.3) to hold. If E is the 
Cantor f set and o! = log i log 3, then we show in Section 7 that (0.3) fails. 
But dim is comparable (on finite intervals) with the Hardy-Littlewood 
maximal function of the Cantor measure, and 0.6 is still valid, with the 
same proof, if F is replaced by the, maximal function of p. See also [6]. 
We remark that most results of this paper can be transferred to the unit 
disk using conformal mapping; see Section 2. We were interested in the 
Lip c1 peak set problem because of the recently developed theory of peak 
sets for smooth holomorphic functions on pseudoconvex domains in @” 
(cf. [ 131). However, we will not say much about the higher dimensional 
case here. See [l] for recent results concerning this case. 
1. NOTATION AND BASIC FACTS 
We first establish some notation. The letter C will be used to denote a 
fixed constant, whose values may change from one line to the next. In the 
same way C, will be a constant depending on the parameter q, etc. We will 
also use the notation us v to mean U< Co, and uz v for u SV~U. A 
number cx E (0,l) may be taken as fixed throughout the paper, and we let 
cll(sZ) be the Lip c1 functions on the set Q and (if Q is a domain) A”(Q) 
the holomorphic functions in Cl(Q). If p is a finite signed measure on R we 
let j.i be its Hilbert transform defined by 
F(x) = lim 1 4(y) -. 
c+on s Ix-.vl>r x-y 
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Then j?(x) exists a.e. (dx) and satisfies the weak type 1 estimate 
lb: Ifi( ‘41 G m4Il~~ where Ml = jR l&I is the total variation. 
(1.1) 
If UEL’(R), then we write ii to mean (U dx)“. A proof of (1.1) when 
p = u dx, u EL’ may be found, for example, in [ 14, pp. 11 l-1121 (and it 
easily extends to measures). Next if ,B =fdx + ps with ps i dx then the 
holomorphic function on W, 
satisfies 
lim F(x + iy) =f(x) + ifi 
y-0 
for a.e. x E [w (cf. [ 17, pp. 146 ff.] ). If p is a positive measure then F has 
positive real part. Most of the above is still valid if p is not finite but 
satisfies l (Idp(x)l/(l +x2)) < cc, and we occasionally use this. See [17]. 
Some of our estimates are formulated in terms of Lorentz spaces, and we, 
now define these. If (xj},Y?i is a sequence of complex numbers, for each 
integer k let 
v,=card((j:2-k< lxj/ <2-tk-1)}). 
If 16~ < co we define the Lorentz space I’* to be the set of all sequences 
{xi} for which C,“= _ m (vJ2“)” < co; we define I’ m by the condition 
vk 5 2k. Clearly I’ ’ = r 1 . We will be interested principally in determining, for 
a given tl and compact set E in R, in which Lorentz space { lZjl ’ -“> lies; 
here {Zi} are the bounded complementary intervals of E. We remark that 
Lorentz spaces Z,lp(X) can be defined for a given measure space X (cf. 
[3]). Namely if f: X-t R! let E(A)= 1(x: If(x)/ >A>[ be its distribution 
function. Then f E Lip(X) if J (IE(I))P(dA/A) < GO. It is straightforward to 
show that { lZjll -“> E Zip if and only if locally dga E Lip(R). 
For future use we give the following reformulation of the definition of I’ p 
for p E (1, co). If y E (0, cc ) is fixed and {xi} is a bounded sequence of 
complex numbers, let {yi} be the nonincreasing rearrangement of the 
sequence { Ixj) >, and put t, = &y m yj (’ + y)h for m > 1. We define C, to be 
the condition on {xi} that {t,} E P. 
LEMMA 1.2. C, holds for {xl} if and only if {x,} E I’ ’ +?. 
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Proof: With notation as above, for each m, k 3 1 put 
Ek= {j:2-kfy~i<2-(k-‘)} 
and F,, k = {jEE,:j>m}; then clearly v,=card(E,) if k>,l. 
Suppose first that C, holds for ix,}. If m E Ek then 
Thus 
2-‘(‘+y) 
2 f ,,;+‘/2k(l+y)~ 
k=l 
It follows that { xj} E I’ ’ + )‘. 
Now suppose { xj} E 1’ ’ + Y. Obviously (xj> is bounded. Note that, if 
ME&, 
5 f vj@(l +v)ir, 
j=k 
Thus C, holds if S< co, where 
For ease of notation put d = I/2”“, ak = vk/2k, and b, = cFfk ajii’-k for 
k 2 1. We then have 
s= f a,b;. 
k=l 
We are assuming that {ak} E I’ +y, and so, by the Holder inequality, to 
conclude the proof it suffices to show that (b:} E l(l+v)iy. Now if T is the 
linear operator whose (infinite) matrix [tkj] satisfies 
if kbj 
if k>j 
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then {bk} = r( {a,}), and we have 
f tkj Q l/( 1 -A) < co 
j= 1 
for all k 
and 
C, t,< l/(1 -A)< cc forallj. 
These facts imply (cf. [12, Theorem 6.18, p. 1851) that T is a bounded 
operator from Zp to P when 1 dp Q co. In particular, since {uk} E I’+?, 
(bk} E I’ +y. Thus (b:} E I” +r)iv, as desired. 1 
It will be useful to state explicitly the implication of the lemma in our 
case of principal interest. If c1 E (0, I), E is compact in R, and {Ii} are the 
bounded complementary intervals of E, we let {cj} be the nonincreasing 
rearrangement of { lh[} and put y = - 1 + l/a. The C, condition on 
{ IZ,(’ -“> is then that C,“= r (c,?,, cj)Y < co, and by the lemma this is 
equivalent to { [Ii I ’ -“} E I’ ‘I’. 
We also require the following lemma on Lorentz spaces. 
LEMMA 1.3. Fix 6 > 0, /I E ( - 6, 1 - 6). Define p E (1, 00) by the condition 
6 + /I = l/p’, where p’ =p/( p - 1). Suppose {x, }, ( yj} are sequences with 
0 6 y, d xj such that 
CYj<O” (1.4) 
(1.5) 
Then {x,} E I’ 4, where q = (1 - B)/S. 
Pro@ We can assume xj < 1 for all j. Let r = (6 + /?)/S and define (for 
m,n21) 
Q,,= {j:2-“<xj<2-‘“-I’, 2-“‘<yj/xj<2-‘“-“‘} 
and v,, = card Q,. Then (1.4), (1.5) imply 
c 2- 
(m+nr) v In” < a 
m, n 
c 2-“pv,,52-‘p~P’. 
m, n m+n=r 
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Let b,, = 2n(pP’)--m v,,. The preceding inequalities become 
c 
b mn 
2-“(P-I+T)< oo 
m, n 
Now let E = 21bp. Since q = (p - 1 + r)/(p - l), the inequalities become 
(1.6) 
c b,,< C for each r. (1.7) 
We claim 
1 (c E”hn,)q < ~0. 
m  n 
(1.8) 
To see this, let q’ be the exponent dual to q, fix {zm } with C z$ = 1 and 
z,>O, put A={(rn,n):~,<E’~-‘jn }, and let B be the complement of A. 
We split the sum C,,. E” b,,z, into two parts, corresponding to A and B. 
Since on A we have E” b,,z, < EY” b,,, the sum corresponding to A is at 
most C by (1.6). We write the sum corresponding to B as 
5 1 E”bm,zmt 
r=l m,n~D(r) 
(1.9) 
where D(r)= {(m,n)EB:m+n=rj. Let G(r) = max( {E”z,: (m, n) E 
D(r)}). Then (1.9) is at most C C, G(r) by (1.7). To estimate G(r), let m, 
be a value of m for which the maximum in the definition of G(r) is attained. 
Then (letting n, = r-m,) we have 
G(r) < Pz,, < ~2,‘~~ ‘) z,, = ~2,. 
Finally, for each fixed m let r, < r2 < . . be those values of r for which 
m, = m. Then the sequence {n,,} is strictly increasing, which implies 
G(rk) 6 EG(r,_ i). It follows that 
c G(r,) d G(r,)/(l -E) < zi/( 1 -E). 
Summing over m gives that (1.9) is at most 
cxz$/(l-E)=C/(l-E). 
m 
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So the sequence {C, E” 6,,},“= L belongs to the dual of P’, and (1.8) is 
proved. 
Unravelling the notation, we see that (1.8) is equivalent with 
C,,, (2-“‘C, v,,)~< co, and since card({m:2P”<xj<2-‘“~-“})=~, v,, 
we are done. 1 
2. PROPERTJES OF PEAK SETS 
In this section we discuss properties of peak sets for Lipschitz classes. 
First we establish some terminology. If Q is a domain in @ and K is a com- 
pact subset of 132 we say K is a peak set for A”(Q) if there exists f~ A*(Q) 
with f = 1 on K and ISI < 1 on Q\K. This condition is clearly equivalent 
to the existence of g E A’(Q) with g = 0 on K and Re g > 0 on Q\K; such 
a g is a strong support function for K. In this section the letter D denotes 
the open unit disk in C. 
First we prove that the union of two peak sets is again a peak set, and 
for this we need a lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. Zf ZE W let z ‘I2 denote the principal branch of the square 
root of z. 
(a) Zfz, weW then ~z”~+w”~~~>~I~J +/WI. 
(b) Let W* = W x W and define f: l-l* -+ @ by f(z, w) = 
(z-l’2 + w  -l/2)--2 = zw/(z'/2 + w1/*)2. 
Then f is holomorphic on W2, Im f > 0, and f is Lipschitz. The continuous 
extension off to Q* has the property that f(z, w) = 0 if zw = 0 while 
Im f (z, w) > 0 if zw # 0. 
Proof: The inequality in (a) follows easily from the expansion of its 
left-hand side. It is clear that the function f in (b) is holomorphic, and the 
first form of its definition shows that Imf f > 0 on U-I*. A straightforward 
computation using the second form of the definition off and (a) shows 
that ldf/dzl and ldf/dwl are at most 1 on O-U*, so f is Lipschitz. Another 
application of (a) gives the last sentence of the lemma. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.2. The union of two Lip CI peak sets is a Lip c1 peak set. 
Proof: If E and F are Lip a peak sets with strong support functions 
g and h, respectively, consider the function G: W + @ defined by 
G(z) =f(ig(z), ih(z)), where f is as in Lemma 2.1 (b). By the lemma, 
G E A’( RI ), and - iG is a strong support function for E u F. 1 
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Remark. The union of peak sets for nonuniform algebras is not, in 
general, a peak set. See [S] for a good discussion of this. 
Next we relate peak sets for A”(D) and A*(W), and we prove that com- 
pact subsets of peak sets are again peak. The following lemma is useful for 
both of these. 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose E is a closed subset of aD and V is an open set 
whose closure is disjoint from E. Zf there exists a function g E Ca(D\ V) which 
is holomorphic on D so that g = 0 on E while Re g > 0 on D\( V v E), then 
E is a peak set for A”(D). 
Proof. Choose an open set U whose closure is disjoint from E with P 
compact in U, and choose a smooth function x so that x E 1 in C\ U and 
x-0 in a neighborhood of V. Then the function F defined to be x/g 
in D\ V and 0 in V is smooth in D, and the function H= 8F equals ax/g 
in D\ V and 0 in V, and so HE C’(D). (Here we use the notation 
a= i(a/ax + i (a/@).) By well-known estimates of the Cauchy kernel (see, 
e.g., [21, Theorem 1.19, p. 381) there exists u E C’(D) so that & = H, thus 
F- u is holomorphic on D. After adjusting u by a constant we have that 
Re(F- u) > 1 in D. Then the function l/(1;- U) belongs to A”(D) and is a 
strong support function for E. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Suppose E is a compact subset of [w and let $ be the 
conformal map of W onto D given by $(z) = (z - i)/(z + i). Then E is a peak 
set for A”( I-U) if and only if II/(E) is a peak set for A”(D). 
Proof. If I1/(E) is a peak set for A’(D), with strong support function A 
then clearly f 0 $ is a strong support function for E in A”( NJ). 
Now suppose E is a peak set for A”(W), let 4 be the inverse of +, and 
let f E A”(W) be a strong support function for E. Put g = f 0 $. Choose a 
neighborhood V of 1 whose closure is disjoint from Ii/(E), and apply 
Lemma 2.3 with the closed set $(E), the open set V, and the holomorphic 
function g. The conclusion is that $(E) is a peak set for A”(D), as 
desired. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.5. (a) rf {K,}:z, is a sequence of peak sets for A”(D) 
then flz= 1 K, is a peak set for A”(D). 
(b) If E is a peak set for A”(D) and Kc E is closed then K is a peak 
set for A’(D). 
Proof. Suppose that, for each n, g, is a strong support function for K, 
and I, is the norm of g, (as an element of the Banach space A*(D)). Then 
C,“= I g,/(l,, 2”) converges to a strong support function for nz= r K, in 
A”(D). 
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For the proof of (b) let g be a strong support function for E, let {A,}; i 
be the components of aD\K, and write, for each j, Aj = lJ2 1 Bjl, where 
each Bj, is an open interval relatively compact in Aj and aBj, n E = a. (The 
last condition can be arranged since E has linear measure zero.) Fix j, 1 and 
put B= Bj,; we first prove that E\B is a peak set for A”(D). Choose an 
open set V in C whose closure is disjoint from E\B so that En BE V. We 
apply Lemma 2.3 with the closed set E\B, the open set V, and the 
holomorphic function g. We conclude that E\B is a peak set, as claimed. 
Since K= n,9o,=, (E\B,,) an application of (a) gives that K is a peak set. i 
3. METRIC CONDITIONS: SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS 
Let E c R! be compact with measure zero and fix a E (0, 1). In this and 
the next two sections we study conditions for E to be a Lip z peak set in 
terms of the lengths of the intervals complementary to E. Let I, and I_ 
be the unbounded components of R\E with I, extending to + co. Let 
(Z,},?r be the bounded components of lR\E, arranged in nonincreasing 
order of length, and define ,uj(E) = IE, /, 
THEOREM 3.1. (a) Zf {pj(E)lWa} of’ then E is a Lip a peak set. 
(b) If E is a Lip LY peak set then {c~,(E)’ -“} E I’ ‘/Or. 
We can prove converses assuming a technical condition in the case of 
(a). Let (cj} be positive and nonincreasing. 
THEOREM 3.2. (a) If (cj} EZ’, (cj-“} q!l’, and if (cj} contains a sub- 
sequence ( ci,} with cjk- a W -2-k, then there is a set E which is not a Lip c1 
peak set and so that ,uj(E) = cj. 
(b) If {c;-“} EI’ l” then there is a Lip a peak set E with pj(E) = cj, 
The number 2 in (a) could be replaced by any other, but we do not 
know whether the condition that {cj} contain a geometrically decreasing 
subsequence can be dropped. Clearly it puts no restriction on integrability 
properties of (cj}. In particular {pj(E)} does not determine whether E is 
Lip CI peak. 
In this section we prove part (a) of Theorem 3.1. We prove part (b) in 
Section 4, and in Section 5 we construct the counterexamples which prove 
Theorem 3.2. The proofs for both (a) and (b) of 3.1 are based on the 
following monotonicity property of the Hilbert transform. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let IS R be an interval and p a positive measure with 
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In supp p = $3. Then ii is monotone decreasing on I, Moreover if x E I then 
ii’(x) < 0 (unless p = 0), and 
$ IB’(x)l G W(Y)1 G 4 I B’(x)l 
for all x, y with (y - XI < id(x, R\Z). 
ProoJ All statements follow from the formula 
(valid when XEZ), obtained by differentiation under the integral sign. 1 
It follows that there is at most one point a E I with b(a) = 0. If I is a half- 
infinite interval then no such point can exist, while if I= (c, d) is a finite 
interval then a will exist if, for example, lim inf, _ 0+ ~((c -6, c))/E > 0, 
lim inf E _ 0+ p((d, d + E))/E > 0. To prove this last statement, just note that 
the conditions imply 
lim B(x)= +cc, lim d(x)= -co. 
“,2f :-;: 
To prove 3.1 (a) we will construct a measure p = v dx satisfying the con- 
ditions of Proposition 0.4. The assumption C pj(E)’ pz < cc is equivalent 
with djqa E L:,,,; accordingly we will use a smoothed and truncated version 
of dia as a first approximation to v. 
Let (6: R + R satisfy 
4(x) = 0 if 1x12: 
4(x,=(4-Ixr,ra if +<lx/ <i 
f($- Ixl)-“~qqx)~(~- 1x1)-” if 1x1 < $ 
(3.4) 
I# is smooth on (- $1). 
Then for 1x1 < 1, 
Iqvk’(x)l s ($- 1x1)-a-k 
liw s (1- Ixl)-” (3.5) 
Iil( S((b- 14rp’. 
The first inequality of (3.5) is obvious; we sketch proofs of the other two. 
Fix XE(-if, f). Let W= {y: ly-xl <i(i-Ix])}. Then 
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The first term is s($- /xl))* by the first inequality of (3.5), and comput- 
ing the integral gives the same bound for the second term. The estimate for 
@‘I is done similarly using 
i’(x)= -~~~r/(y)-((n)-(y--x)~‘(l)l!(L.-x)’dy 
-- ;J(pl,2 1,21,w4(Y)I(Y-x)2dY1 
so 
Now, returning to our set E, define u: R’ --+ 58 by 
u~x~~Irjl~~~~~x~xj~llzjO~ if x E Zj (where xi is the midpoint of Zj) 
u(x) = d,“(x), if x E I, u I- and dE(x) < 1. 
u is smooth and nonnegative on I, u I_ and has compact support. This 
function u is our first approximation to u. It clearly satisfies (0.3), and 
I4 5 (1 + u) ‘+lla by the first inequality of (3.5). On the other hand, the 
estimate 1271 S(l +u+ (C()1+1’a may not hold everywhere, and the purpose 
of the next lemma is to check how badly it can fail. Some additional 
notation: 9 = {Zj} u {I,, IL}. Define g:R + R’ by 
g(x)=(xK!,,u)-(x) if xEZE9. 
Then g has no zero in I, v I- and precisely one in each Zj. We denote 
the zero of g in Zj by aj. Also if XE R\E is fixed we define a set W, (the 
“Whitney cube containing x”) by W, = {y: jy - xl < 4 d,(x)}. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let N be sufficiently large. Then the set 
{xER: (iT(x)I >N(l +u(x)+ Il?(x)l)‘+“*) 
is contained in the union of a set of intervals { yj} satisfying 
YjG X: Ix-u~/ <zd,(Qj) 
I 
Iii’(x)1 5 N-” Iyjl -1-a if XEYi. 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
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Proof. We first consider g and find (y,f so that (3.7) holds and so that 
Ig’(x)l < iN( 1 + u(x) + ILi(x)l)’ + lb if x 4 iJ yj (3.9) 
/g’(x)/ SN-“ly;l -I--= if xEyi. (3.10) 
Actually, we will prove (3.9) with /g(x)1 in place of Ill(x)1 on the right- 
hand side; this is sufficient since It2 -gl 5 1 + d;’ by (3.5), and so 
lgl 5 Iii1 + 1 + dEy 5 Iii1 + 1 + u. 
Denote X= {.YER\E: [g’(x)1 > iN(1 +u(x)+ Ig(x)l)“““j. Fix XEX. 
Then (provided N is large) dE(x) < 1, so u(x)2dE(.xea. Let 
y+ =x +_ (8/N) dE(x). Then y, , yP E W, (if N> 16). Using Lemma 3.3, 
g(x)-g(y+)= -j~+s’il)d~ 
‘: 
a$ (v, -x) Ig’(x)l 
- x); N@(x) + \g(x)\)’ + L’a 
= d,(x)(+) + Is(x)!)‘+ “’ 
> u(x)-l’a(u(x) + Jg(x)l)‘+ lb 
b u(x)+ (Idx)l/u(x))“” Ig(x)l 
2 I&)l. 
Likewise g(y- )-g(x) 2 /g(x)/, so g has a zero in the interval [v-, y + 7. It 
foliows that x E I, for some j and that Ix - a,\ < (8/N) d,(x), i.e., 
Ix - ai1 < (8/(N- 8)) d,(u,) < (9/N) d,(u,) if N is large. Now let xJ+ (resp. 
xl- ) be sup( X n 4) (resp. inf( X n Ii)) and y, = [xj- , xj+ 1. The preceding 
estimate then becomes (3.7), and (3.9) holds by definition. As for (3.10), 
lg’P’.+ )I d 16 ,$ Id( (Lemma 3.3) 
9 
G 16(g(aj) - dx’, )1/(x’+ - aj) 
=16(.x’+ -aj\-’ (g(x’+)( 
d 161x’+ -ail-l 
Ig’(x’,)I SN-” lxi, -u,l-(‘+a! 
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Likewise Jg’(x’_ )I 5 N-’ Ix’_ - uj) - (‘+a). Since l/16 < Ig’(x)l/lg’(y)l < 16 
when x, rays we conclude that 
(g’(x)(~u<-~min((xi,-a,l-(‘+*), lxi_-~jl-(l+~))~~-aIyj~-(l+a) 
for all x E yj. This is (3.10). 
We now consider fi; fix j and x E Z,. Then E(x) = g(x) + [Z,l -a $((x - xj)/ 
IZ,l) and so 
lii’Cx)l 6 IS’(x)l + Izjl plpa I~((x-~xj)llzjI)l~ 
thus 
I~‘(x)l 5 Ig’~xN + d,(x)-’ -cT, (3.11) 
which implies (for N large) that 
lu”‘(x)l <N(l +u(x)+ Iqx)I)‘+l’a if x4 yj. 
Also if xeyj then d,(x)2NIy,(, so (3.10) and (3.11) imply (3.8). If 
x E I+ u I- then (3.11) is still valid; since (3.9) was proved in this case also 
the lemma follows. 1 
The remaining step is to modify u on the intervals yj to obtain a function 
u for which (0.5) holds everywhere. This will be done by adding on H’ 
atoms. More precisely we use translations and dilations of the functions k, 
constructed in the next lemma. Here C, is a positive constant, and all 
constants are independent of E. 
LEMMA 3.12. Suppose 0 c E < 4. Then there is ‘a smooth function 
k,: R --P R such that 
k,(x) = E-OL if 1x1 GE, k,(x) = 0 if I.4 2 1, 
k,(x) B Cl I.4 -‘- C, if E< 1x1 < 1, 
s 
k, dx = 0 (3.13) 
IW)l5 I4 -’ --OL (3.14) 
i 
--a E 3 if 1x1 GE 
FA~,l6 I4 -a, zj- &< IxI< 1 (3.15) 
I4 -*, if Ixl~l 
-l--a 
E > if lx1 GE 
Ieb)l 5 1x1 -l -L2, Zj- E< 1x1 <I (3.16) 
I.4 -3, zy Ixl>l. 
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Proof. If $ is a C; function with mean value zero, then standard 
estimates are 1$(x)1 5 min( 1, (xl -“) and \$‘(x)l 5 min (1, 1x(-‘). Let A be 
a large constant; specifically we need A > 2 and A --? + 2(A --a - 1)/A > 0. If 
&>+A-1 then the lemma is proved just by taking as k, any CF function 
satisfying (3.13). To do the case E < iA -I, fix II/ E Cp satisfying 
4+(x) = 1 if 1x1 <A-l 
Ii/(x) = 0 if 1x1 2 1 
$(x1> -2/A for all x 
f II/ =o. 
Define 
k,(x) = Bs,: t-5&/t) dt/t, where B = &A”/( 1 - &“A’). 
The first, second, and fourth parts of (3.13) are obvious. To prove the third 
part, note that $(x/t) = 0 when t < 1x1, $(x/t) > -2/A when 1x1 < t < AJxl, 
and $(x/t) = 1 when t > Ajxl. If 1x1 <A-’ then 
jE:, t-OL $(x/t) dt,t > (-2/A) jl’x’ t-’ dtlt 
I.4 
+r t-OL dt/t AlA 
=tl -‘1x1-‘(A-“+2(A”-1)/A)-& 
> C,Jx( --c( - c2 
by choice of A. When A-’ < 1x1 < 1 the computation is simpler, so (3.13) 
is proved. Equation (3.14) is easy while (3.15) and (3.16) use the above 
estimates for IJ, IJ’; e.g., for (3.15) 
k”,(x) = B j-,‘=,, tea IL”(x/t) dtlt, 
so 
I&)l 5 1,; eA t --? min( 1, t2/x2) dtJt. 
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Computing the integral gives (3.15); (3.16) is done the same way, starting 
with 
e(x)= BS,‘_,, tr-’ $‘(xlt) dtlt. I 
Continuing with the proof of 3.1 (a), fix N large, choose y, by Lemma 3.6, 
and let yj be the midpoint of yj. Put a,= ilyij, Wi= WLII, and 
pj= id(y,, R\ Wj). Since N is large we will have 6, < ip,, by (3.7) and 
pi z d,(a,). Define now 
with k, as in Lemma 3.12. The relevant properties of fj are as follows: 
fr(x) = IYjl -z if xoyi (3.17) 
fib) = 0 if x4 W, (3.18) 
f/(X) > Cl IX-Yi( --OL- C2 d,Jaj)-’ if x E Wj\y, (3.19) 
if XE Wj\yj 
if X$ wj\Y,j 
(3.20) 
i 
IYjl -'F if xeyj 
17jCx)l 5 Ix-Yjl pa9 if XE W,\yj (3.21) 
d~(~j)2-mIX-.Y,I -2, if x# Wj 
IYjl-'-'3 if xey, 
IJl.(x)l 5 Ix-.YjI-l-a> if XE Wj\yj (3.22) 
ddq)2-’ lx-yil -3, if x$ Wj. 
Estimates (3.17)-(3.22) follow from (3.13)-(3.16). We now let u=u+ 
v cjf, for a small q > 0 and show that p = v dx satisfies the assumptions of 
Proposition 0.4. Define 
if xey, 
if XE Wj\yj 
if x$ W,. 
Then 
u(x) 2 u(x) + ? C 4jlx). (3.23) 
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This is clear unless x E W,\y, for some j, in which case it follows from 
(3.19). In particular v 2 U, so p satisfies (0.3). Moreover, 
lu’l G lu’l + YI 1 lfj 
So we will be done once we show 
IiT’] <C&l +v+Jl?I)l+l’X 
(by (3.20)) 
if v is small. (3.24) 
We first show 
C’ IJ)(x)l 5 d&r (3.25) 
C’ I7;Tx,l5~,(x)-~-‘~ (3.26) 
where C’ denotes summation over all j such that x $ Wj. To prove (3.25) 
use (3.21): 
1’ I.&)l sC’4(a,)2-” Ix-Yjl -* 
since (x-y, / > 4 d,(u,) = dE(yj). Consider a finite set of j’s, say {j,, . . ..j.}, 
and assume first x < Y,~ < . . . < y,,. The sum 
f ,c, dE(Yj,) lx-Y,l -I ’ (3.27) 
may be considered as a lower Riemann sum for j;, (x --yl -Ida, since 
Iyj,+,-yj,) >$,(yj8). Accordingly (3.27) is ~~(~~Ix--~,I-~~d~(x)-~ 
since x g Wj,. The same argument applies if instead x > yj, > . .. >yj., so 
C’,“=, 1$(x)\ 5 dE(~)-tl for any finite M. 
Letting M -P co gives (3.25). Next 
~‘l$.Cx)l 5 1’ lx-Yj/-3 dE(aj)*-” (by (3.22)) 
5 1’ Ix-Y,1 -2--a dE(Yj). 
Repeating the Riemann sum argument gives (3.26). 
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Next if x E Wj then /x.(x)1 5 q,(x) and IyJx)l 5 qj(x)’ +‘ja by (3.21) and 
(3.22). Combining with (3.25), (3.26), and using (3.23) and ~E’L u + 1, we 
get 
Next 
by Lemma 3.6, since N is now fixed, and qj 2 I?,, I -’ on yi. Hence 
111’1 <C&l +u+ JiiJ)‘+“a 
by (3.23), and 
WI G Ifi’1 +? c I7;l 
<C,(l+v+liil)‘+“” (by (3.29)). 
Finally, 
by (3.28), so Ia’1 GC, (1 +v+ 161) ’ + ‘la, and the proof is complete. 
(3.28) 
(3.29) 
4. METRIC CONDITIONS: NECESSARY CONDITIONS 
In this section we prove part (b) of Theorem 3.1. We use the notation 
of the introduction to Section 3 and assume that the given set E is a 
Lip CI peak set. As in the discussion before (0.1) there exist a function q 
peaking on E and satisfying a Lip LX condition on an interval containing E, 
a positive function f~ L’(R), and a finite positive measure p on R so that 
l/( 1 - q) agrees almost everywhere on Iw with f+ i& If IE {h},: , and x E I 
define g(x) = (x w,, p)“(x) and h(x) = b(x) -g(x). The following proposi- 
tion contains the heart of our proof of 3.1(b). Its meaning is as follows: we 
know that If+ ijil k dza near E, and (at least in the proof’s first two cases) 
the yj of the proposition is the part of Z, where this inequality holds with 
h in place of 9. 
58OlS6jI-I 1 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. There exist a constant C> 0 and, for each j, a sub- 
interval yj G Ii so that, with the notation Sj = maxId,( x E yj}, 
(a) Iyjl’p”<C~(~j), and 
(b) if (yi( <i IZ,( then 
ProoJ: In the proof that follows p is a fixed small positive number, to 
be chosen, and c is any positive constant independent of j and p. 
We fix j and drop the j subscripts. By Lemma 3.3, g is monotone 
decreasing on Z and 
i Id( 6 k’(Y)l G 4 Ig’(x)l (4.2) 
if x, y E Z and ly --xl < id(x, R\Z). There exists at most one point in Z 
where g = 0; if it exists we call it a. There are three cases to consider in the 
definition of y = yj. 
Case 1. a does not exist. 
Then g has constant sign on I. If this sign is positive, let z be the right 
end-point of Z, and note that g has a finite (left-hand) limit at z. We define 
y to be the maximal subinterval of Z whose right end-point is z so that 
Ig(x)l < p dE(x)-’ for all x E y. If g < 0 on Z we replace “right” by “left” in 
the definition of y. 
Case 2. a exists, and Ig’(a)l < 100 d,(a)-‘-“. Let y be the maximal 
subinterval of Z containing a on which 1 g I < pd,“. 
Case 3. a exists, and Ig’(a)l 2 100d,(a)pL-l. 
Let y be the maximal subinterval of Z containing a on which 
lg/ <p Ig’Ja’(‘+E! 
The proof of the proposition in the first two cases is simpler than it is 
in the third case; in the first two cases the Lip a condition on q is only used 
to assert that a.e. 
If+ifil2Kd,” for some K > 0. (4.3) 
For this reason we dispose of these cases first. 
Claim. In the first two cases (y\ 2 ~6. 
In fact, this is clear in the first case, so we suppose the second case 
applies. It suffices to prove the existence of c>O so that x~y whenever 
(x-al < cpd,(a). Note first that if Ix - a[ < $ d,(a) then, by (4.2), 
lg’(x)l ~4 lg’(a)l d400d,(a)p’-” 
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Thus Jx - a[ < &Z,(a) implies 
Ig(x)l= k(x)-g(u)1 d400 Ix-al dE(a)-l-a. (4.4) 
From (4.4) we conclude that [g(x)1 >pdE(x)-’ implies either /~---a[ > 
id,(u) or else Ix --al < $,(a) and pd,(x)-” < 400 Ix- al LiE(u)-l--a. If 
the second alternative holds then Ix - a( 3 (2-“/400) p d,(u). The claim 
follows. 
We now prove (b) of the proposition for the first two cases. If t is an 
end-point of y which is an element of I then 
where the last inequality follows from the claim. Since g is monotone we 
conclude that on fly, lglz p2+OL 6 IYI-~~~. But max(lyl, lh~l) 2 $14, so (b) 
follows. 
For the proof of (a) we require that p < ;K with K as in (4.3). Then, a.e. 
on y, If+ $1 2 2pd;” and lgl Q pdi’. Thus, using the claim again, 
If+ihl apd,m&x-“kp’+aIyI-a (4.5) 
a.e. on y. Now, on Z, h is the Hilbert transform of the measure x1+ 
Combining the weak type 1 estimate for the Hilbert transform of this 
measure with the Chebychev inequality for f gives in (4.5) that 
or Jyl’-a5p-‘-a p(Z), as (a) asserts. 
For the proof in the third case we require a lemma. 
LEMMA 4.6. In the third case 
yc (w: Iw--a( <id,(u)}, 
and lg’l =((P/IYI)‘+” on Y. 
ProojI We will repeatedly use (4.2) with y = a. If w  satisfies 
Iw-ua( =$d,(u) we have 
Ig(w)l = k(w) -da)1 > ~lg’(4 Iw - 4 
= #WI d,(a)2 :lg’(u)l (&lg’(u)l)-““+“’ 
3 Id( tl/(+a)>4-cr/(l+a) Igyw))a/(l+a). 
Taking p <4-a’(r+a) we see that Iw - al = 1 d,(a) implies w  +? y. This proves 
the first part of the lemma. 
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For the second part let z be an end-point of y. Then 
$ Iz - 4 Is’(a)l G I&Y = Plg’(z)l”” +I) 
< 4”/(1 +a) p ]g’(a)yl” +z), 
SO 
Iz--a( SpJg'(a)l -'Ql+a). (4.7) 
Similarly 
4(z-a( Ig’(a)l > Ig(z)l =plg’(z)(a’(l+~)>/4~a’(l+a)pIg~(u)lai(l+a), 
so 
Iz - al 2 p Ig’(u)l -ML +u! (4.8) 
From (4.7) and (4.8) we get [g’(u)1 z (p/lyl)‘+‘. Another application of 
(4.2) with x~y then gives the second part of the lemma. 1 
We are now ready to prove (bf of the proposition in the third case. Note 
first that, when Iy -al < $,(a), by (4.2) and (4.6) 
IS’(Y)I 2 ii Id( 2 (PllYl)’ +I. 
Thus if /x - n/ = i d,(u) we get, using (4.6), /g(x)/ = /g(x) - g(u)? 
IX-~l(PllIlY+* 2 6(p/lyl)‘+“. As in the proof of the first two cases, 
the monotonicity of g allows us to conclude that (g( 2 s(p/lrl)’ +z or 
(XEZ: Ix--al >&(a)}, a set which has measure 111 - d,(u) 3 4 111. This 
gives (b). 
It remains to prove (a) in the third case. Thus far we have used the 
Lip c( property of q only through (4.3), but now we need to be more careful. 
Divide y into three disjoint intervals of equal length and let c be the left 
third and z the right third. By the second part of Lemma 4.6 there exists 
C>O so that if XEu and yer then 
I&)-dY)l 3c IYlwYl)““~ (4.9) 
Ig(x)lS IrlMYl)‘+“> 
MY)l 5 IYlb/lrl)’ +a. 
Claim. With C as in (4.9) either 
f(x)+ W)l wwwlYl)‘+” for a.e. n E 0 
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or 
f(Y) + Ih( 2 $lYlMYl)’ +a for a.e. y E z. 
To prove that the claim is true note first that if XE CT, YE t, and both 
inequalities above are false for x, y, then 
ID(x)-ii(Y)1 2 k(x)-iT(Y)I - Ih( - Ih( 2 w+alYl -n, 
If(x) + @(x)l d If(x) + WI + ldx)I 5 P’ +a IYI -‘, 
and similarly If(y) + ifi( 5 p’ +alyl pa Thus if the claim were false we 
could find x E 0, y E 7 with 
14(x)-dY)I = 
1 1 
f(x) + i&)-f(y) + My) 
k I fib) -ii(Y) I 
If(x) + Nx)l If(Y) + NY)l 
But /q(x)-q(y)1 5 Ix-yl”S Iyl”, and we get a contradiction if p is 
sufficiently small. This proves the claim. 
From the claim we conclude that 
By the weak type 1 estimate we get 
lYlsplji”(;l-“. proving (a). i 
Our proof of Theorem 3.1 (b) requires Lemma 1.3, Proposition 4.1, and 
the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.10. There exists a constant C, ~ so that, for A> 0, 
XEIJ Ij: /g(X)1 2J- 
J 
Proof: By the weak type 1 inequality for the Hilbert transform we have, 
for 2 > 0, 
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and 1 (XC Ij: lh(x)\ G? iA}\ < C,cf(Z,)/k From the second inequality we have 
The result follows since I g(x)( > 1 implies either &(x)1 3 ;A or 
Ih(x)l 3 in. a 
Proof of Theorem 3.1, purr (b). By 4.1 (b) and 4.10 for I > 0 
(4.11) 
/EAi 
where Aj,={j:I~jI’+a/bj<E, and IZ,/>~IY,I~. Since 6,>lyj/, from (4.11) 
we get, for I > 0, 
Izjl G ca, (4.12) 
, 
where B, = (j: I?,\” <I and IZ,I > 2 j~j]}. 
Let {Zjk} = {Zi: lZjl > 2 Iy,l} an write xk= Izjkl'-',yk= lyjkll--a, s=@, d 
/? = 0. Inequalities 4.1(a) and (4.12) say the assumptions of Lemma 1.3 are 
satisfied, and we conclude that ( IZ, 1 ’ -“} E I’ l/‘. Since ( IZ, 1’ -‘: 1 Z, 1 d 
2 \yjl ) E I’ by 4.1(a), we are done. 1 
Passing from (4.11) to (4.12) can be wasteful. Although 3.1(b) is sharp 
(as we show in the next section), there are other examples where one can 
prove Sj9 lrjl and therefore obtain extra information from (4.11). We 
compute some of these examples in Section 7 using 
COROLLARY 4.13. Let A < GO be fixed and suppose E is a Lip a peak set. 
Then the sequence { I Z, ) ’ - a : II, 1 < A 6,. } belongs to I’ *‘( * + n). 
Proof. Let (I,,} = {Zj: IZ,I < A6, and IZ,l >2 Ir,j}, As in the proof of 
3.1(b) it suffices to show { lZjkI’-‘} EZ ’ 21(1-eaJ. Now (4.11) implies, for 
I >o. 
where B,= {k: lyjk(l+a/(ZjkI </I}. 
Let ~~=lZ~~l’-~,y~= lyjkl’--a, 6= 1 +cc, and /I= -1. Then inequalities 
(4.14) and 4.1(a) say the hypotheses of Lemma 1.3 are satisfied, so 
(Xk} E 1’ *‘cl +c). a 
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Remark. Theorem 3.1(b) can be “localized” in the way that Proposition 
0.6 “localizes” the weak type 1 estimate. The result: if E is Lip a peak, and 
if 9 is an (N, q) disjoint set of intervals, then 
1 ( JG.9 (k: 2-k 
where n,(J)=card({j:Z,cJand 2-k~lZi11-1<2-(k~1)}). 
Though we have not computed a counterexample carefully, such a condi- 
tion cannot be sufficient for Lip a peak, e.g., by the above corollary and the 
examples in Section 7, and we skip the proof. 
5. METRIC CONDITIONS: COUNTEREXAMPLES 
We prove Theorem 3.2. The examples for both parts are sequences with 
one limit point; the sequences in (a) are somewhat irregular while in (b) 
they are convex. 
Proofof3.2(a). We can assume that ci < 1, and also that (cj-*} E I’ m. 
Extract from {c,} a subsequence {sj} ;” with si pm % 2 -j for all j. Let 
(tj} = {c,}\{.sj}; then x tf -OL = cu. Define (for k 2 1) vk = card( {j: 2-k’a < 
~--“c~-‘~-“‘“),; then ~~52~‘~ and Cvk 2-kla= co. For each k, let 
tkl ’ ’ ’ tkYk} be new notation for { Zj: 2-k,” < tj’ Pa < 2--‘k-‘)‘CL}. Let 
bk=~i”kzl ~kj~vk2-k~“(1~u)~2-k~‘--. 
Now the construction: for each k B 1 let Zk = (xk, yk) be an interval with 
length Sk, and with xk+l -yk = bk. Then for each k, divide the interval 
(Y k, xk+i) into subintervals Zkj,j= 1, . . . . vk, with lZkjl = lkj. Let E be the Set 
consisting of the end-points of the intervals {Zkj} and {Zk} together with 
the (unique) limit point of this sequence. The bounded components of [W\E 
are the {zkj} and {Zk}, so {pj(E)} = (c,}. We use Proposition 0.6 to show 
E is not Lip a peak. Let Jk = ($(x, + yk), +(xk+ i + yk+ i)). Then 
IJkI=+(yk-xk)+bk+$(yk+l-xk+&2-k’1--a. It follows that the (Zk) 
are (3, r~) disjoint if q > 1 is close enough to 1. If d;’ satisfied condition 
(0.3) then Proposition 0.6 would show 
,f 2k”-a~{x~Jk:d&~a~R2k~*-a}(<cc 
k=l 
for sufliciently large R. However, lZkjl d 2-‘k-1)‘a(1--r), which implies 
d;” 2 R2k”-’ on a fixed (i.e., independent of k) fraction of each interval 
Zkj. This gives C 2 kr’-abk < co; i.e., C vk 2-kfa < co, which we assumed not 
to hold. So (0.3) fails, and E is not Lip a peak. m 
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Proof of 3.2(b). Define a,, = c,!Yn cj and E = (a,} u (0). Clearly, 
pj(E) = cj. We know C a; < co, where y = (x ~ ’ - 1, by equivalence of the 
I’ ‘IX condition with the C, condition (cf. 1.2). Also 
an-a,+, ?a:!‘. (5.1) 
Proof of (5.1). If y61, then using a,_,-a,>~,-a,,,, 
ai= C (aj-aj+l)(a,+aj+I) 
i2n 
G2 C aj(aj-a,+11 
j a n 
G2(a,-a,+,) 1 aj 
<2(an-a.,+l)s”i 1 a; 
i2n 
5(a,-aa,+,)4-‘, 
and (5.1) follows. If y > 1, then { ai} is convex; by the case y = 1, 
a?sai-a? n+l 
Qp’(a,-a,,,) 
and again (5.1) follows. 1 
Our peaking function will be constructed using Proposition 0.4 and as a 
first approximation to p we take pO, the unit point mass at zero. Then 
fi,,(x) = (nx))‘. Fix now q> 0 so that 81 a, “‘Q c, for all n; this is possible 
by (5.1). Constants may depend on q. We have 
1 + lii&)l2 d&r (5.2) 
if Ix - a,J > (q/4) 1x1 ‘I’ for all IZ, and therefore if x4 Un(an - 4 qa!,‘“, 
a”+:qay). w e modify p0 to a measure p = pLg + u dx for which (5.2) 
holds everywhere. Clearly u should satisfy u(x) 2 lx - a,, ) -’ for all n E Z+ 
and x with (x-aa,I-c$qa~‘“. Our assumption C a: < cc says exactly that 
there is an L’ function satisfying this condition; we will write one down 
and compute its Hilbert transform. Fix a smooth function g: R\(O) -+ 
R+ u {Oj with g(x) = 1x(-’ when 1x1 d 1 and g(x) =0 when Ix\>, 2. 
Arguing as in the proof (3.5) one obtains the bounds 
Ig’b)l 5 IXI-a-L, Ig(x)l 5 min(lxl~“I, 1x1 -I), 
Ii’(x)1 S min( (xl pap ‘, Ix\-‘). 
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Define g,(x) = p --OL g(p - ‘x) so that g, is supported on [-2p, 2p] with 
g,(x) = 1x1 --a when 1x1 ,< p. The preceding estimates for g scale to 
Is;(x)ls I-4 --a-1> I~p(x)l 5 min(lxl -OL, p’-7x1 -‘I, 
I&(x)/ Smin(Ixl-“P1, p'-" 1x1 P2) 
(5.3) 
with the constants independent of p. Also 
llgoIIl=4-1 with A independent of p. (5.4) 
Next for each n > 1 let p, = 4~ aftja and define 
f,(x) = g,& - a,), f=mv 
Thenf = d;' on U, (a, - $ q a:‘“, a, f $q aAla), so by (5.2) 
1 +lPol +fZC everywhere. (5.5) 
Also llfll 1 = A C, (fr a:‘“)‘-* SC, a!fpl < co. We claim 
VI 5 W1 on (-a, 01, 72 -B(x-‘+f) on (0, 00) (5.6) 
for a suitable constant B, and 
If’1+17’I5(l+f+l~l-‘,‘+“” everywhere. (5.7) 
It follows easily from (5.3) that (5.6), (5.7) hold if f is replaced by fn for 
any single value of n on the left-hand side of the inequalities, and the 
bounds are independent of n. Using this remark and the estimates 
l&N 5 IIQII 1 dist(x, supp 4?)-‘, le’(x>l 5 IIQII, distk ~UPP Q)-21 we get 
the first part of (5.6), the second part of (5.6) on the interval (a,, co), and 
(5.7) on the set (-co, 0) u (a,, co). Define q: U, (a,, 1, a,) + R! by 
q(x)= c A(x) when xE(a,+,,a,). 
j$[n-l,n+2] 
Then (5.6), (5.7) will follow if we can show 
q(x) 2 -B/x 
[q'(x)1 ,< 1x1 P(l+l/Ja) 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
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where q is defined. Fix x and let N satisfy a,,,+ I <x < aN. We use the 
notation ci for xi 4 LN _ r, N + 21. To prove (5.9) use (5.3) to get 
The second term is ~xx2~~~‘a~1~xx2~~x(1+1iir~. By (5.1), the first 
term is 
5x-l yC”(X-ua,)-2 
5x-l c c,(x-aa,)p2 . 
n>N+2 n<N-1 1 
The expression in brackets is a lower Riemann sum for 
hence s(x-aN+2)p’+(uNp,-~)-1. Using (5.1) again this is seen to be 
5 x-~‘~. Equation (5.9) follows. 
To do (5X), write 
nq(x) = C’ jfs dt 
= 1’ jf,,(t) (--&&) dt + c’ --& jfn0) dt. (5.10) 
n 
For fixed n, 
js ( f,(t) -L-J-- > I j It--a,1 x-t x - a, dt G fAt) IX-ua,I IX--t1 df 
5 c,(x - a,)F* /S.(t) dt 
This means that the absolute value of the first term in (5.10) is 
~x~‘~-lp,(X-ua,)-*+ c c,(x-up. (5.11) 
ll”B2.x 
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Using Riemann sums as in the proof of (5.9), both terms in (5.11) 
are 5x-r. Considering now the second term in (5.10), we have jf,(t) dt = 
A ufi” - 1 with A independent of n by (5.4), so it is enough to show 
1’ qY - 1 (x-up+. (5.12) 
Terms with a, <x make a positive contribution to the sum, so 
(x-u,)-‘> 1 uy(x-ua,)-’ 
I CnG2N 
nC[N--I,N+2] 
N-2 
= J, [a;‘“-’ (X-ua,)~‘+a~!“~‘(x-ua,,)-‘], 
where n’ = 2N + 1 - n. Convexity of (a,} implies aN + 1 - a,, 6 a, - uN, so 
X-ua,~du,-x+c,. (5.13) 
We conclude that the left side of (5.12) is 
N-2 
2 c [a;‘“;’ (X-u,)-l+uyl(u,-x++N)-l] 
II=1 
N-2 
= - 1 (uy-uy’)(u,-x++N)-l 
II=1 
N-2 
- cn c UT1 (u,-x)-l(u,-x+CN)-l. 
n=l 
The first term in (5.14) is 
N-2 
2 -C 1 ailae2 (a, - ans)(&, - x + CN) -’ 
fl=l 
N-2 
2 -c c uy2 (by (5.13)) 
?I=1 
N-2 
> -cx-’ 1 uy 
n=l 
2 -C-l 
(5.14) 
Also 
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N- 2 
CN c ai’” I (a,-x)-‘(a,-x+cN)-’ 
n=l 
N-2 
which was shown above (the argument following (5.10)) to be dcx- ‘. 
That proves (5.8), so we know (5.6), (5.7). 
Let p = p,, + rf with r > 0 sufficiently small. Then (5.6) implies \;I 2 lpO\ 
on (- co, 0) and fi > & - 7B(& +f) on (0, co), so that lb1 + 7fk Ifi ( +f 
everywhere. So (5.5) implies p satisfies (0.3), and (5.5), (5.7) imply ,u 
satisfies (0.5). Proposition 0.4 shows E is Lip c1 peak. 1 
The necessity of (c: ~ ’ > E I’ liz for E to be Lip CL peak in the above example 
follows of course from 3.1(b). However, it may also be obtained directly 
from Proposition 0.6 (use the (3, 3) disjoint set of intervals { (2-“‘+I’, 2-k), 
k E Z + }) and therefore is also a necessary condition for E to satisfy (0.3). 
This calculation suggested Theorem 3.1(b). See also Section 6. 
6. ON CAUCHY INTEGRALS OF MEASURES 
In this section we study the L’ Hilbert transform using the following 
framework: let X be the set of all functions 4: R -+ R with the property that 
there is a finite positive measure p on R, p = f dx + ps with pJ I dx, such 
that 
IQ16 lf+GI. (6.1) 
If 4 E X, define 
I1411x=infM: (6.1) holds), 
where 11~11 = p(R) is the total variation norm. These definitions are of 
course suggested by (0.3): if E is Lip CI peak then dEa belongs locally to X. 
It is not quite obvious that X is a vector space; however, we have 
PROPOSITION 6.2. X is a quasi-&much space. 
See [3] for quasi-Banach spaces. What we are claiming is that X 
is a vector space and there is a fixed C > 1 such that 114 + Qllx d 
C(lMIIx+ IlQllx,, Il4llx= I4 IMIx f or Y E R, 4, Q E X, and furthermore that 
X is complete as a topological vector space with neighborhood base at 0 
given by X,= {VEX: I\&\,<E}. 
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ProoJ: The nonobvious point is the inequality 114 + Qljx < 
C( 114 IIX + )I Q I) X). We will take C = 2, so we have to show that if pi, pT are 
finite positive measures then there is another, p, with )jpl) < 2( j/p, (I + I/,+ 11) 
and If+ i,Gl > Ifi + ihil + Ifi + ij& I (here f dx is the absolutely continuous 
part of ,u, etc.). We recall that if F is analytic on W with Im F> 0 then F 
is of the form F(z) = n-’ s (t -z) ~ ’ dp(t) with a finite measure p if and 
only if lim,, +co -nip F(iy) exists, in which case this limit is equal to I(pj( 
and the boundary values of F are if- jL (Here again fdx is the ac. 
part of ,u.) Now define p: Wz + C by p(z, w) = (z”’ + w’12)‘. By 2.1, 
actually p: W* -+ W and (p(z, w)l 3 (Izl + /WI). With p,, p2 as above let 
F,(z)=n-‘j(t-z)-‘d,u,(t) and F(z)=p(F,(z), F2(z)). By the above 
criterion F(z) = z-’ I (t-z))’ dp(t) with (jpj( = (j/p, (I ‘I2 + 1)~~ (1 li2)* < 
2((/~i I( + l/p2 II). Also IFI > lF,J + IF213 taking boundary values in this 
inequality we are done. We omit the routine proof of completeness. l 
A corollary is that one would obtain an equivalent quasi-norm on X by 
allowing signed measures in (6.1). Next we observe that X is not normable, 
for the same reason as L’ co is not (cf. [19, p. 2151). The functions 
~b(~)=(7rj~-~l)-1 (bER) satisfy )ldb/jXdl, since db=l&l iffi(&,p,)is 
the unit point mass at b. On the other hand c,“=, d,Z log n on [0, n] and 
we obtain 
>nlogn 
bexn) i Il~jll‘Y. 
j= 1 
It turns out the factor log n is the worst that can occur here and X is 
“log-convex” as L’ m is. (See [20 J for the case of L’ “.) 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Suppose ~5~ EX for j = 1, 2, . . . 
lOg+(l/Jl~jlJ,)<cO. Then CdjEEXnd 
and C Ilbi 1) X( 1 + 
il !I C4j G2C ll4jllx 1 +lOg” j X i ( > lldjll, ’ (6.4) 
where o=Ci llq4iIIX. 
Proof: Since X is complete we will be done if we prove (6.4) in the case 
of finitely many functions. Consider the auxiliary function 
g:w”+@, q(z1 . *. z,) = ; $ zj log 
J=l 
zj .  
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This is to be interpreted as follows: if w  E C\ { x E R: x < 0 > then by log w  
we mean the branch with imaginary part between -rr and rc. If 
z E W”, 1 <j< n, then zJ:’ C’= I zi does not lie on the negative real axis and 
log (z,: ’ C zi) is well defined. We extend q to w” by continuity. 
LEMMA 6.5. Zfz~ W” then 
(a) Im q(z) > 0; 
(b) (q(Z)"'+( i Z,)“‘i2> i 151. 
j=l j= 1 
Proof of 6.5. If z E R” one computes 
Im q(z) = i lzi -1 i zii i= I i=l (6.6) 
(6.7) 
We will apply the following 
- 
Phragmen-Lindelii=f principle: Let f: W” + IR be upper-semicontinuous. 
Suppose that for each k and each fixed z~...z~-~,z~+, . ..z.E~, f is 
subharmonic in zk on W and satisfies 
If in addition f< 0 on R”, then f Q 0 on w”. 
The case n = 1 of this is [ 15, pp. 111 ff.] and the case of higher n follows 
without difficulty by induction. Fixing k and z1 . . .zk _ 1, zk+ 1 . . z, and 
writing t = xifk zi we have 
The first term is bounded as a function of zk. In the second term, 
log((z, + z)/z,) = log Izk 1 + 0( 1) as zk --$ co. We conclude 
q(z1 . ’ z,) = 7 log Izk ( + o( 1 ) as zk’ a. (6.8) 
To prove (6.5) observe that Im q(z) 20 when ZE R” by (6.6) and that 
lim rkdm izk I -’ Irn dzl . . . z,) = 0 by (6.8). Since Im q is pluriharmonic the 
Phragmen-Lindelof principle gives (6.5)(a). For (b), define 
j(z)=log(~ lz,l)-210g lq(z)1~‘+(~zj)1’2~. 
I 
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Here log (Ci jzil) is subharmonic in each variable separately and 
log jq(z)1/2 + (C zi)l12/ is the logmodulus of a nonvanishing holomorphic 
function and therefore pluriharmonic. We conclude j is subharmonic in 
each variable separately. By (6.7), j < 0 on R”, and using (6.8) one sees that 
j actually remains bounded as zk + 00 with the other variables held fixed. 
So, j < 0 on w” by the Phragmen-Lindelof principle, and (6.5) follows. 1 
To finish the proof of 6.3 let pj =fi dx + ,u,~ (1 <j < n) be measures on 
R! and F,(z) = rt - ’ f (t - z) - ’ dpj( t). Define 
Then F has positive imaginary part. Just as in the proof of 6.2 we get 
F(z) = rc-‘s (t-z))’ dp(t) with 
ll~ll~[(~ll~jll)1’2+(nl~ll~jll10~(ll~jll~1~llPill))1’2]2 
j i I 
~2[~llPjll+n~1~llPjll~o~(llPjll~1Zip,ll)]~ 
i j i 
Also (FI > C IF, I by 6.5(b) and if we take boundary values we get 
If+ ifil 3 cj V;. + i,iijl, where f dx is the a.c. part of p, etc. The proposition 
follows. 1 
For use in Section 7 we insert the following result here, 
LEMMA 6.9. If pl, p2 are finite positive measures on U% then 
s min(IliA IP21)--. %w PI f sgn P2
Proof With F,(z) = 71~ ’ j (t - z) - ’ dpj( t), define F= (F, F2)‘12. As in the 
proof of 6.2 we have F(z) = n-’ f (t-z)-’ dp(t), where now I(,u([ = 
IJp, II l/2 lip2 II ‘j2. On R we have (-fi, + zY,)“~( -ii2 + if)‘/2 = -fi + iJ: If 
sgn fil # sgn ,G2, then arg [( -ii, + ifi)“‘( -,Z2 + zY~)‘/~] E (n/4, 37r/4). Hence 
min (I,& I, lfi21) < I( -pi + ifi) ( -b2 + if)1 <$f, and 6.9 follows since 
fEL’. 1 
As a type of information about Cauchy integrals of measures one can try 
to give conditions under which a function does or does not belong to X, 
other than the obvious L’ c Xc L’ O” and refinements like Proposition 0.6. 
Probably nothing really satisfying can be expected but some nontrivial 
computations can be done, for example, 
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PROPOSITION 6.10. Let E c R be compact, 0 < c( < 1, and suppose dEa 
belongs locally to X (i.e., there is 4 E X such that q4 = dia on an open interval 
containing E). Then di z E L:,P,, where p = max(2, tl~ ’ ). The exponent 
max(2, c’) is sharp. 
Proof: The sharpness may be seen as follows: 
I: If E= {a,} u {0}, where {a,} IS a convex sequence decreasing to 
zero, then d,” E Xloc if and only if dEa E Li,,?. 
II: If E is a Cantor set of variable ratio of dissection as defined in 
Section 7, then d;” E X,,, if and only if d;’ E L:,‘,. 
Example I was discussed in Section 5; cf. the proof of 3.2(b) and the 
remark at the end of this section. Example II will be considered in 
Section 7. 
To prove the rest of 6.10 we fix E with dEa E Xloc and modify the argu- 
ment in Section 4. Recall the proof of Proposition 4.1. Six inequalities were 
shown: (a) in cases 1, 2, 3 and (b) in cases 1, 2, 3. Five of these (all but 
(a3) used the Lip c1 peak property only through (0.3), i.e., the fact that 
d;“E XloC. Accordingly if we fix p =fdx + pL, so that dEa <f+ IDI on an 
interval containing E and define yi, cases 1, 2, 3, the functions g, h, etc., as 
in Section 4 using this ,u, then we have 
If lyjl < i IZ, I then I {xEI~: Ig(x)l 
>, c-’ S,(Z,l~ ‘l+z)}l >/$ lZ,l. (6.11) 
In cases 1 or 2, \Yjl’-’ 6 C/i(Zj). (6.12) 
To replace (6.12) in case 3 let y, be the largest interval containing aj on 
which lgl < pdia. Using Lemmas 3.3 and 4.6 we get 
and since x E jj implies f(x) + Ih( 2 SJ:” when p is small, the weak type 
1 inequality gives 
Combining with (6.12) (and using aj> 1~~1) 
‘J-2’ /YJ\ 
all j. (6.13) 
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Now let b,=(S,:” (yj(l+a)l’l--a; then (6.13) and (6.11) become 
/3-“<Cp(Z,,. 
If Pi< CT’ lljl then l{xEzj: [g(x)/ > C-’ ,j-2a b,:(l-E)}I > 4 II,/, with 
fij<Sj< 141. Hence 
C&-WC0 
c IZ,l < 1. 
6 
I 
-f1-2%)&q-r< j, 
If IY.< 4 then (6.15) implies 
(6.14) 
(6.15) 
and this together with (6.14) shows { IZ,l’-n} EZ’ ‘Ia as in Section 4. If 
tl> 4, then (6.15) shows 
c lZ,l <A (6.16) 
(I,I-(l-2bl@'-b<j. i 
and (6.14), (6.16) give the hypotheses of Lemma 1.3 with xi= IZjlt--a, 
vj=pj’-“, 6=1-q /?=2a--1. We conclude {lZj11-a>~Z12. 1 
For future reference we note that we have also proved 
(11;1’-“: Sj> c-l IZ,l} EP2 (6.17) 
for any fixed C, even in the case a < i. 
As an application we show how to recover a result of [22] from 
Proposition 6.10. Let o, be harmonic measure on R for ZE W. In [22], a 
function F > 0 is constructed satisfying 
w,({x:llogF(x)-[logFdru,l>1})6Cec” (6.18) 
for all z E IHI, but there is no positive measure p = f dx + pL,, 
j (1 +x2)-’ &(x) < co, with F=f+ 1fi1. See [2,14] for motivation. To do 
this using Proposition 6.10 let F= max( 1, did), where E is the Cantor f set 
and c1= log G/log 3. We omit the calculations showing (6.18) holds. It is 
easy to check that F does not belong to L’ p for any p < cc (this follows 
from the fact that E has positive (1 - a)-dimensional Hausdorff measure, or 
580/86!1- I2 
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see Section 7) so by 6.10, F 4 Xloc and there is not even p = f dx + p1 with 
FSf+lfiI. 
7. CANTOR SETS 
In this section we consider Cantor sets with variable ratio of dissection. 
Our characterization question has a simple answer in this case, which is 
halfway between the sufficient condition 3.1(a) and the necessary condition 
3.1(b). Fix {g,} ;” a sequence in (0, i); we assume for convenience that {oj> 
converges to a limit r~ # 0, 4. Define 6, = 1 and S, = niGi (T,. Form a com- 
pact set E by Cantor’s construction using o, as dissection ratio at the jth 
stage. More formally, let E0 = [0, l] and define Ek recursively as follows: 
Suppose Ek- i has been defined and is the union of 2k- ’ disjoint closed 
intervals Ii each of length 6,- i. For each i, let Z; (resp. Zi ) be a closed 
interval of length dk having the same left (resp. right) end-point as Ii. Let 
E/c=(U,~r’)u(Ui~T). 
Finally, let E= nk Ek. Denote by 4 the set of 2k closed intervals of 
length 6, whose union is E k, and $ the set of the 2kP’ open intervals of 
length hk- i( 1 - 20,) which are deleted from E,_ 1 to form Ek. Let 
Y = uk %kk; then Y is the set of bounded components of R\E. Let v be the 
Cantor measure of E, i.e., the measure supported on E such that v(Z) = 2 k 
for each k and each Z E &. 
Let c1= 1 - (log(l/a))-’ log 2. It is easy to see that if /I < ~1, then 
{pl’-“: Z,EY} E/l so that E is Lip p peak, while if fi > ~1, then 
{Iz,I’-“:z,Eq)P so that dip 4 XIOc. So only the case fl= u is of 
interest. In this case we have 
PROPOSITION 7.1. E is a Lip c( peak set if and only if dga E L:Ot’(‘+“). 
Also d;’ E Xl,,= if and only if dim E LiOt. 
As usual the condition d;’ E L,!,P, is equivalent with ( IZ, j ’ -Y Zj E 9} E I’ P. 
Chasing down the definitions, in our case it is also equivalent with 
{2k6:-“},“=,EP. (7.2) 
We will suppress some details in the proof of 7.1. In particular, we will 
make estimates only on the bounded components of R\E. The unbounded 
components can be dealt with by suitable changes in the notation. We 
make the standing assumption that 
(7.3) 
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This is no loss of generality since if (7.3) fails, then dia 4 L:,F and none 
of the conditions in 7.1 can hold. Next we need some properties of E and 
v, namely 
IfZ=(a,b)Egandif6,<C-‘IZI,whereC(=max,cr;’-2)isa 
large enough constant, then [b, b + S,] E &. (7.4) 
If J is any interval of length 6, then v(J) 5 2-k. (7.5) 
If J is any interval of length Sk and if j> k then J intersects 
$?- k members of 7.. (7.6) 
These are easy to see; (7.5) and (7.6) follow from the fact that .Z inter- 
sects at most two members of &. We also need some properties of iY For 
XE R\E define 
d+(x)=min(y-x:yEE,y>x) 
d-(x)=min(x-y:yEE,y<x) 
so that c=P_ -c+. We have then 
if8j<d+(x)66j-, then v”+(~)z2--‘/6~ (7.7) 
if8j,<dP(x)66j-, then S-(x)=2-‘/6, 
if Sj < dE(x) < Sj- i then Iv”‘(x)1 5 2-j/6,2. (7.8) 
We only prove (7.7), and it is enough to prove the first part. Let 
y + = min( y E E: y > x). Then 
By (7.4) we know that (for a fixed constant c) [y, , y, + S,,,] belongs to 
T+c. So v( [y, , y, + S,]) 2 2-j, and the first term in (7.9) is 2 6,:’ 2-j. 
This gives the lower bound in (7.7). On the other hand, (7.5) implies 
v([y+,y+ +S,])N<2-‘, so that 
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Since 6. I+ i < ad, with a < 4, the sum is geometrically increasing and only 
the last term counts. That proves (7.7). 
Next we do a similar calculation for certain measures supported on 
[0, l]\E. If Z is an interval, then ,?I is the concentric interval with 
(AZ1 = /qZ(. 
LEMMA 7.10. Fix A < 1. Suppose p is a positive measure supported on 
u (Al: ZE S}. Suppose there are ak > 0 with C ak d 1 such that p(Z) < ak 2-k 
for all k and all ZEC~~,. Define g: [0, l]\E-+ R by 
gw=~,.,,~ zj’x~l, where ZE’??. (7.11) 
Then: If XE [0, l]\E with Sj< dE(x) < Sj_ L we have Ig(x)l 5 SJ:’ 2-j, 
Ig’(x)l 5 6,:’ 2-j, where the constants depend on II. 
Proof Again we only do the first estimate. With I= (y- , y+ ) E B we 
have 
g(x) = 71-l Ji+ E + (symmetric term) 
on Z, and 
/I I ’ dl.Lo 5 1 Gl”!el([y+,y+ Sj])+O(l) Y+ X-Y i<J 
as in the proof of (7.7). Also 
where ck=card({ZE%k: [y+,y+ +di]nAZ#12(}). If C=Cj, is a large 
constant and k < i - C, then ck = 0. Otherwise ck 5 2k ~ i by (7.6), and 
5 c S;’ 2-‘, 
i$j 
which is 5 aJ: ’ 2-j as before. U 
Proof of Sufficiency in 7.1. First we show that dEa E L:Ot implies 
dEOL EX,,,. By (7.7) (and (7.3)), there is A< 1 such that ICI 22;” on 4AZ 
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for each ZE 9. Again by (7.7), v” has a unique zero a,E AI for each ZE Y. If 
ZE 4 and x E AI, then 
IW)l = I~‘(a,)l lx- a,1 
~2~~8;~ Ix-a,(. 
So (for suitable C) Iv”(x)1 ,< C-l dE(x))” implies lx-a,1 52k6:-“, and 
s (dp-C(q)+ 52kiy”. I 
Summing over ZE 9”, then over k, 
k 
by (7.2). That gives d,“<Cjol +(d~~-ClV’l)+ EX+L:,,~X,,,. 1 
Suppose now that d;” E L~o~‘(‘+a); we will construct a measure p to 
which we can apply 0.4. By (7.7) there is ;1< 1 such that Iv”(x)1 k8;’ 2-j 
when x E U (Z\JZ: ZE 9) and d&x) % hi. Choose p > 0 such that 
p(2k63”(a+1)< $ (1 -A) 8k 
for all k-this is possible by (7.3). Constants may depend on 2 and p. Fix 
4EC,m with i(x) = 1 when 1x1 < 1, d(x)=0 when lxI~2,0<~< 1. For 
each k and I, E 4, select a point xi E AI, and define 
m,(~)=(~)~“~+“~(~-’ ($)‘lia+‘)(x-xj)), (7.12) 
Then dj is supported on 1 (1 + A) Zj and satisfies 
Define f = C bji, and define g as in (7.11) using the measure C dj dx. If 
Ij E 4 then 
where ak = (2k6~--11)2’(1 + a) satisfies c ak < co by (7.2). This implies that 
f E L’ and by Lemma 7.10 that 
Ig(x)l 5 2-k 
6k 
and Ig’(x)l 5 2-k 
sit 
(7.14) 
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when x E [0, l]\E with dE(x) % hk. Now let q > 0 be sufficiently small. By 
(7.7), (7.8), (7.14), 
2-l 
I(v”+w)‘b)l E-g if dE(x) x hi 
I 
l(?+tJg)(x)( -2-’ 
(7.15) 
- si 
if x E u (Zj\nZj) and dE(x) = ai. 
i 
Also v” + qg has a unique zero in each Zj and this zero must lie in AZ,. So 
we have a map 
rp.zjqpzj 
j 
Ixj> ++ 1Yjj3 
where y, is the zero of v” + qg in Zj. Using the strict monotonicity of v” + qg 
on Zj it is easy to see this map is continuous for the product topology. As 
a continuous function from the Hilbert cube to itself it has a fixed point 
[9, pp. 453-4571, which we call {uj}. With xj= aj in (7.12), define L g as 
above and let ,D = v + ~+fdx. By (7.13), (7.15), 
v If’(x)1 + IP’b)l < 2-’ - s; 
if dE(x) x hi. (7.16) 
We will show 
2-i 
( > 
l/l + l/a 
d(x) + lb(x)1 k 
7 
2 6;” if dE(x) = hi. (7.17) 
The second inequality follows from (7.3). To prove the first fix Zj E C!&. If 
x E Zj\LZj, then (constants depend on q) 
rlf+ IBI 2 Ilila Iv”+rlgl -Vl$jl 
(by (7.13), (7.15)) 
using (7.3) and k < i + const. Next if lx - ai1 < p(2k~:)“‘“+1) then 
2-i 
( > 
l/(1 + l/a) 
=s: . 
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If x E AZ,, but Ix - ai 1 > ~(2~8z)l’@+ I), then 
rlf+ IFI > IA z IP’(a,)l IX - ajl (by (3.3)) 
(by (7.13), (7.15)) 
That proves (7.17), and (7.16), (7.17) give the hypotheses of 0.4. So E is 
Lip a peak. 1 
Proof of Necessity in 7.1. Suppose dga E X,,,, and let p = f dx + pLI be a 
measure with dg”df+ lfll on [0, l]\E. Let A< 1 be close enough to 1. If 
Zje 9 we say 4 is exceptional if g has no zero in n4: here g is defined from 
p as in (7.11). 
Claim. c Izip< co. 
I, exceptional 
This will eventually follow from 6.9. Let aj be the zero of v” in Zj. Define 
bj by: if g has a zero in Zj then let b, be this zero. If g does not have a zero, 
then let bj be an end-point of I, such that sgn g(x) # sgn v’(x) when x E Zj 
and x is near bj. Such an end-point exists since C changes sign on Zj. If 1 
is close to 1 and 4. is exceptional then the interval (aj, bj) contains a subin- 
terval rj of length zlZjl on which /Cl 2 lZjl--cI. Observe that g and v” have 
opposite signs on yj. 
Let h=,C-g, and let Ej= {x~~~:f(x)+ I/z(x)1 24 IZ,l-‘}. Using the 
weak type 1 inequality as in Section 4, we get lZ,l -a ) Ej I 5 p(Zj), so 
c I&( -‘IEjl < CO. 
On yj\Ej we have 
so that l~--gl<~@l. This implies sgnj2=sgng#sgnv”. Also, @I> 
dEa -f - (hJ 2 $ IZj I --a. We conclude that 
C IZjl-’ IVj\E’l 5 [ miNIA, 14) < ~0 sgnp#sgnv‘ 
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by 6.9. This gives C lZjl -’ 1~~1 < co, which implies the claim since Iy,l z lZ,l 
when Z, is exceptional. 
The set { IZjl’-a: Z, not exceptional) belongs to I’* by (6.17). If E is 
actually a peak set, then { IZ,l’ --=: Z, not exceptional} belongs to I’ 2i(‘+sr) 
by Corollary 4.13. That proves 7.1. 1 
Cantor sets with variable ratio of dissection satisfy condition (K) shown 
in [4, lo] to be necessary and sufficient for Lip IX interpolation, so 7.1 
answers a question at the end of [5]. One can still ask whether there is a 
nice characterization of peak sets among sets satisfying (K) and in the 
same way, whether f E L ‘* is equivalent with f~ X when f satisfies some 
kind of regularity condition. 
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